PERIMETER SOLUTIONS

BOOST SALES WITH RESOURCEFUL
AND EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF
SHELF SPACE.

EXPAND DISPLAY
OPTIONS FOR ONE OR
TWO PACKAGES.

Versatile pusher system accommodates
a variety of package widths –

Why install Retail Space Solutions
SpaceGrid DoubleSpace
pusher systems?

Display products side-by-side with SpaceGrid DoubleSpace
from Retail Space Solutions.
Give displays of smaller packages an upgrade with SpaceGrid
DoubleSpace pusher systems. With a center partition in place, two
products as narrow as 2" can be displayed side-by-side in a single
tray. Remove the divider and the tray can hold a single product up to
8" wide. DoubleSpace creates well-organized displays of differentsized products, resulting in better store appearance and sales.

IMPROVED
product presentation

INCREASED
facings

REDUCED
conditioning and
restocking

MERCHANDISE
multiple products

SpaceGrid® DoubleSpace™ pusher systems:
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Showcase different-sized products in a single tray
Allow for easy product stocking
Ensure products are always front-facing
Available in multiple depths – 14", 16", 18"

SpaceGrid DoubleSpace pusher systems deliver maximum
flexibility in product placement and allow for easy reconfiguration
when planograms change.

retailspacesolutions.com

Showcase more products and generate more sales

Front-faced products create new store feel every day
Pushers bring products to the front to create the feel
of a new store opening every day, making purchasing
decisions easier for shoppers.

Grid mounting system increases product facings
SpaceGrid® helps to add facings by more efficiently utilizing
space vertically.

WITH AND WITHOUT
PUSHER SYSTEM.
Pull-out trays for easy restocking
Reduce restocking time by simply lifting the tray,
pulling it forward and quickly restocking.

Removable center divider delivers display flexibility
Narrower packages can be stocked side-by-side, and the
center partition can be detached to fit products from
2" to 8" inches wide.

Lockable side wings adjust to widths of different packages
Each wing can be independently adjusted and locks in
place to avoid unintended movement.
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